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Sorting: Summary 

• Insertion sort:

– Easy to code

– Sorts in place (only a constant number of elements 
of the input array are ever stored outside the array)

– Fast on small inputs (less than ~50 elements)

– Fast on nearly-sorted inputs

– O(n2) worst case

– O(n2) average (equally-likely inputs) case

– O(n2) reverse-sorted case

Sorting: Summary

• Merge sort:

– Divide-and-conquer:

• Split array in half

• Recursively sort subarrays

• Linear-time merge step

– O(n lg n) worst case

– Does not sort in place
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Sorting: Summary

• Heap sort:

– Uses the very useful heap data structure

• Complete binary tree

• Heap property: parent key >= children’s keys

– O(n lg n) worst case

– Sorts in place

– Fair amount of shuffling memory around

Sorting: Summary

• Quick sort:

– Divide-and-conquer:

• Partition array into two subarrays, recursively sort

• All of first subarray < all of second subarray

• No merge step needed!

– O(n lg n) average case

– Fast in practice

– O(n2) worst case

• Naïve implementation: worst case on sorted input

• Address this with randomized quicksort
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Can we do better using 

comparison sorts?

• An observation: all of the sorting 
algorithms so far are comparison sorts

– The only operation used to gain ordering 
information about a sequence is the pairwise
comparison of two elements

– Theorem: all comparison sorts are ΩΩΩΩ(n lg n)

The decision-tree model
Any algorithm based olny on comparisons between the input 

elements is representable in the form of a binary tree.

Vertices (except leaves) �corresponds to comparisons

Two edges going down from a given vertex � corresponds 

to two possible outcomes of the comparison operation 

reprsented by that vertex

Each leaf � corresponds to an outcome of the operation.

Since all possible outputs should be represented in the 

description of the algorithm, then the number of leaves 

should be at least equal to the number of all permutations of 

n input elements (which equals n!).

Complexity of any algorithm represented by a tree is equal to 

the height of the tree
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Decision tree model: Lower bounds 

for comparisons keys

The decision tree for insertion sort operating on three elements. An 

internal node annotated by i: j indicates a comparison between ai and aj. 

A leaf annotated by the permutation π(1), π(2), . . ., π(n) indicates the 

ordering aπ(1) ≤ aπ(2) ≤ ··· aπ(n). The shaded path indicates the decisions 

made when sorting the input sequence a1 = 6, a2 = 8, a3 = 5

Lower bounds for comparisons keys

If a binary tree has k leaves then the height of the tree is at 

least log(k). In other words, a binary tree of height h has at 

most 2h leaves.

As a result the complexity of ANY algorithm for sorting by 

comparisons is not less than c.n.log(n) for some constant c>0.

Why? Justification:
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Lower Bound For 

Comparison Sorts

• Thus the time to comparison sort n
elements is Ω(n lg n)

• Corollary: Heapsort and Mergesort are 
asymptotically optimal comparison sorts

Sorting In Linear Time

• Counting sort
• No comparisons between elements!

• But…depends on assumption about the numbers 

being sorted

• We assume numbers are in the range 1.. K

• Radix Sort  

See your textbook CLR for more details

• Assumption: input has d digits ranging from 0 to k

• Sort each digit (or field) separately.

• Start with the least-significant digit.

• Must use a stable sort (keep records in original order)


